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Abstract
In Container Integration testing framework is a combination of four open source technologies. Arquillian,
Test NG, JaCoCo, and Maven. The aim of this work is to deals with automating the code using JaCoCo.
JaCoCo is a Java framework calculates code coverage. It find’s the amount of code coverage in each lines
of module that has been executed or missed and finally it will be deploy to wild fly server in the user
matrix project source container.The main idea behind developing in this automation testing framework is
able to test server side components developed using Java. The tests will be such that they will run in the
container/application server (e.g. Wild Fly) where the server side component (e.g. test1) is deployed and
because of that the tests will be able to use all the real resources (e.g. EJB etc.) provided by the container
instead of mocking them.[1]Web Service Description Language (WSDL) speciﬁcation, we ﬁrst
automatically generate necessary Java code to implement a client. We then leverage automated unit test
generation tools for Java to generate unit tests, and execute the generated unit tests, which in turn invoke
the service under test. The next important objective is to calculate amount of code covered by the test cases.

1. Introduction
In Container Integration testing framework is an integrated system
that sets the rules of automation of a specific product which integrates
several components such as function libraries, test data sources,
object details and various reusable modules. These components help
building a suitable automation framework which enable testing the
business process as per the requirements. In addition, test automation
is used to control the execution of tests and the comparison of actual
outcomes with predicted outcomes[2]. Manual Testing is a type of
Software Testing where Testers manually execute test cases without
using any automation tools[3]. Automatic Testing technique where
the tester writes scripts by own and uses suitable software to test the
software. It is basically an automation process of a manual
process.The procedure being utilized to execute automation is known
as a test computerization system, a few structures have been
actualized throughout the years by business sellers and testing
association. Mechanization actualized when it has been resolved that
the manual testing is not meeting desires, keep away from human
mistakes and when it is impractical to get more manual analyzers.
Arquillian is a testing framework for Java that leverages JUnit and
TestNG to execute test cases against a Java container.TestNG is a
framework using which the test cases are written and these test cases
are run by the Arquillian. TestNG is designed to cover all categories
of tests:
unit, functional, end-to-end, integration[6]
JaCoCoframework calculates code coverage. The coverage report
calculated by
JaCoCo not only gives ball park view of how much has or has not
been covered by the test cases but also give a code level view,
showing the covered code in green color, partially covered code in
yellow color, and missed code in red color [7]. Maven is used to
handle the dependencies required for running Arquillian, TestNG and
JaCoCo. It has been used a tool to bind the rest of the technologies to
work together.

2. Literature survey
Existing system has Manual Testing that uses unit Testing using
mocks[4]. An object under test may have dependencies on other
objects. To isolate the behavior of the object you want to test you
replace the other objects by mocks that simulate the behavior of the
real objects. This is useful if the real objects are impractical to
incorporate into the unit test. This unit test is not isolated, it always
depends on external resources like database. This unit test can’t
ensures the test condition is always the same, the data in the database
may vary in time It’s too much work to test a simple method, cause
developers skipping the test.[5]Proposed System is In container
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integration testingArquillian helps simplify integration testing of
application. It is designed by keeping to eliminate the drawbacks of
the present system in order to provide the solution for the existing
problems. The main focus is on.Reducing manual test work.Finding
code
coverage
using
JaCoCoIn-Container
testing
of
JavaEEcomponents.In container Integration testing is aimed at
automating the server side components and testing of all the java
based products along with generation of code coverage report.
Functional and non-functional web service testing [10] is done with
the help of WSDL parsing and regression testing is performed by
identifying the changes made thereafter. Web service regression
testing needs can be categorized in three different ways, namely,
changes in WSDL, changes in code, and selective re-testing of web
serviceoperations.Representational State Transfer (RESTful) Web
Services: The functionality for RESTful web services is well suited
for basic, ad hoc integration scenarios. RESTful web services, often
better integrated with HTTP than SOAP based services are, do not
require XML messages or WSDL service API definitions. It is noted
that in all web service applications, the designed testing automation
framework does not work efficiently as it requires human
intervention and test data dependency [11].

3 Methodology
3.1 Design Description
This Automation testing framework is developed using four open
source technologies viz. Arquillian, TestNG, JaCoCo, and Maven.
Each of the four technologies plays important roles in achieving the
overall objective. TestNG is the test framework using which the
actual test cases are written. Arquillian helps in running the test cases
in the target container e.g. WildFly, so that the tests can also use the
same resources as the real application is using e.g. EJB, CDI, etc.
JaCoCo is used in getting the code coverage report. The maven is the
glue that binds all the technologies together. Maven also works as
dependency management and build tool.

3.2 Structured Design
This is an industry standard. The technique starts by identifying
inputs and desired outputs to create a graphical representation.
Structured design has been adopted. The test data is fed through the
test cases written in TestNG and each of the components has well
defined responsibilities. Each of the components operate in cohesive
manner to accomplish the overall task i.e. to deploy and run test cases
in the container and get coverage report at same time. It shows
executed methods and unexecuted methods

4 Design and Implementation
4.1 Design of the system
In container integration testingArquillian helps simplify integration
testing of application. Unit tests live in their own world e.g. when you
have to test your EJBs, you have to mock the EJB container and a
3
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whole lot of other things. With Arquillian you no longer have to do
all those mocking or any other plumbing job to run your tests.
Arquillian run your tests inside the choice of your container. It

JaCoCo uses byte code instrumentation to modify the compiled
classes in the archive (e.g. test1.ear) By modifying the compiled
classes JaCoCo puts some markers at appropriate places in the byte
code and when a line of byte code is executed that marker changes to
indicate the same. This execution data is kept in a special file called
jacoco.exec. After the execution of all the test cases, JaCoCo maps
the execution data to the corresponding source files to generate the
coverage report.

Fig: 1: Color coding of JaCOCO report

Fig 3: Adding Maven pom.xml dependency

Fig. 2 : Architecture of In container integration frame
deploys your test code with your application code so that the test code
can leverage all the services of the container and your application gets
to live in the real world of its container.Include a diagram as follows
and explain how it has been modeled to accomplish the user
requirements. e.g. JaCoCo for code coverage, Arquillian for
deploying and running test in the application server.build
management maven has been used to configure test and application
classes that need to be built, the container adapter (e.g. wildflyarquillian-container-remote) to use when Arquillian will try to deploy
the test code in an application container (e.g. WildFly), and JaCoCo
to include/exclude application source files in the code coverage
report.
Fig 4 DFD tells above the action performed by client Here, Fetching
data from Data Base, and [9]creating a JSON file. Abstract Data
Factory, were creating an Object for which is related to a method.
Writing a test case using of data factory object and using values of
data base to asserting. Test Case runs in a server. Final Step is to
Check JaCoCo.

Fig. 4: Data Flow Diagram

Fig 5: JaCoCo Code Coverage Report
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5. Results
5.1 Running test cases with code and cover report
It going to be a slow process so we are going to use it less often. This
approach requires the application server running with no deployment
in it. Arquillian will connect to the running application sever deploy
the whole application along with the test classes and test cases will
be run against the application. Covered test methods are represented
by green color and uncovered by red color

6. Conclusions
Aimed at automating server side testing of all the java based products
along with generation of code coverage report. The technology
industry is moving towards automating everything it can. The major
chunk of that automation includes automating the manual testing so
that the products can be tested thoroughly, comprehensively, and as
fast as possible. Server side testing can be automated. This will save
time of QA so that they can work hard to break the system by doing
some rigorous testing and hence improving the quality of software.
The coverage report generated by JaCoCo the developer can easily
find the junk piece of code and remove it, keeping the code base
clean. If some part of the application code is not getting covered then
one can write test cases to cover that part of code making the additions
of code more safe and reliable.
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